With reference to the article: “CBA in Collegium Humanum in connection with alleged illegal
trade in diplomas”, which has been published at newsweek.pl, the College of Rectors of Collegium
Humanum declares the following:
1.

The newsweek.pl portal has once again published material that is based on untrue
information damaging the good reputation of Collegium Humanum – Warsaw Management
University.

2. The Authorities of the University are forced to instigate legal action not only against the
editorial oﬃce of the portal, but also personally against the authors of the said article – Ms
Renata Kim and Mr Jakub Korus.
3. The material in question will be thus subject to a separate lawsuit, regardless of the
proceedings already pending that relate to previous articles published at newsweek.pl.
4. We regret to indicate that Ms Renata Kim and Mr Jakub Korus have once again failed to
observe the elementary standards of journalistic diligence. The above-mentioned article is
based on information that is untrue. Moreover, the said authors did not even contact the
University for comments. As a consequence, the Authorities of the University were not
oﬀered any chance to verify libellous claims contained in the material.
5. The attitude and stubbornness of the authors are even more striking as neither oﬃcial source
cited in the article conﬁrmed the information that is untrue and damages the very good
name of the University.
6. We want to emphasise that the University will assert its rights, defend its reputation and
demand high damages in court - both from the editorial oﬃce in question and from the
authors of the publication themselves.
7. Any duplication of these untrue facts by other media will be subject to equally decisive
reaction of the Authorities of the University.
8. At the same time, we want to emphasise that the editorial oﬃce of newsweek.pl and the
above-mentioned authors published the said article while being embroiled in another legal
dispute with the University, the subject of which are previous libellous publications of the
same authors.
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